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More than 50 applications
to assist you pursue over
two dozen different hobbies
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Hobbies include;
✦ Amateur Radio
✦ Astronomy
✦ Comics
✦ Cooking & Drinks
✦ Crafts
✦ Genealogy
✦ Lego
✦ Library Collections
✦ Model Rail
✦ Pets
✦ Puzzles
✦ Sport
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Amateur Radio

Cooking & Drinks

Aether

A Cook's Books

Ham radio logging application that
includes tools to quickly and easily log
QSOs while on the air, as well as
organize, search and track your QSOs
later.

Black Cat CW Keyer

Send morse code from your computer.
You can type out the text to be sent
(immediately or buffered) as well as
create and send from one key macros.
You can also send from text files. All this
makes it incredibly easy to send CQs and
for general QSOs as well.

Elmer

Helps you study for your amateur radio
exams.

Morse Mania

Morse code tutor

Multimode

Simplifies entering recipes by allowing
you to import them from multiple sources
and scale recipes up or down by amount
or by servings.

BarGenie

24,000 Drinks On Your Desktop - More
recipes than a sailor can handle, at your
fingertips.

Barssentials Drink Guide

Whether you're entertaining guests,
throwing a party, or just feel like a
cocktail in the comfort of your own
home, the Barssentials Drink Guide can
help you get more out of your home's
liquor cabinet. Recipe books make for a
nice coffee table decoration but their
usefulness is limited when you find you
don't have the necessary ingredients to
make the cocktails.

Decode and transmit morse code (CW),
RTTY, FAX, SSTV, SITOR-B, NAVTEX,
PACKET, ACARS, PSK31, ALE, and many
other modes on your Macintosh, without
any extra hardware. Just connect your
Mac to your radio & you're all set to go!

Comic Book Lover

Enables comic fans to easily view, collect,
and organise digital comics. Find comics
to read by browsing cover artwork,
smart lists, or using the advanced search
functions.

Wednesdays List

Allows comic book collectors view,
manage, print, and save custom new and
upcoming comic book release pull lists.

Nutritionist

Your personal food coach. It will advise
you in choosing healthy meals. And
Nutritionist will help to improve your
meals.

Organized Gourmet

Manage your recipe collection, schedule
meals and print shopping lists.

Wine XT

Manage your wine inventory and your
own wine tasting notes – sight, smell,
taste and the quality of a wine in your
wine collection

YummySoup!

Organize, Share, Cook & Shop. Use your
Apple remote to flip through your
recipes, or have your directions read to
you!

Dress Assistant

Make a trip to the inside of your
wardrobe. Organize, remember,
experiment and play with all your clothes
and accessories. Add the new purchases
and combine everything.

Stellarium

Comics

A plug-in for use with MacGourmet that
gives you a Weekly Planner that lets you
add meals and recipes by just dragging
and dropping them from your
MacGourmet recipe box

Crafts

Astronomy
Open source planetarium for your
computer. It shows a realistic sky in 3D,
just like what you see with the naked eye,
binoculars or a telescope.

Mealplan

Knitting Wizard
Computer Cuisine Deluxe

Recipe software to allow you to
conveniently view, print, sort, file, and
manage your cooking recipes.

CookWare Deluxe

Organizer for Recipes that's easy, and
powerful!

MacGourmet Deluxe

Bring your recipe collection into the
digital age. Easily create, edit & share
recipes; organize your cooking and wine
notes; plan meals, even create and print
your own cookbook!

Create your own custom knitting grids
and diagrams bringing your knitted
concepts to life. Save time, and avoid the
numerous mistakes that come with
transferring your designs to graph paper,
with Knitting Wizard's "goof proof" menu.

Stitches

Create gorgeous cross-stitch charts
yourself. Design them from scratch, or
import your favourite photos, drawings
and clipart. You can also manipulate the
chart with powerful painting and
selection tools.

Listing continues…
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Genealogy
MacFamilyTree

Modern Genealogy software that
harnesses the power of many new
technologies including Apple’s
revolutionary Core Data technology to
easily sift through huge databases and
Google Earth to research geolocations.

Osk

verything you would expect a genealogy
app should do, but does so really easy,
extremely fast. You can draw family trees
and save them, create a family website.
All with a click of a button.But the most
important is how easy to use it is, and
how fast it is.

Cdpedia

Retrieves information about your CDs
automatically from the Internet, lets you
organize the entries into collections and
integrates with iTunes to let you know
which CDs or single songs you have
imported already.

Delicious Library

Catalog your books, movies, music,
software, toys, tools, electronics, & video
games.

Booxter

Track your collections of books, music,
movies and comics

Quickly, easily, and accurately design your
own model railroad empire.

SafeCat

LEGO Digital Designer

Whether books line every wall of your
house or barely fill one shelf, keep track
of them. Entering the information for
each book is fast and easy because the
program retrieves all the information
from the Internet for you. So you can sit
back and relax with a good book.

Empire Express

Storage of multiple pet information,
manages pedigree lineage and keeps
tabs of medical and insurance records.
Plus you can always print out the hard
copy complete with photos, whip it out
when the time is appropriate, and let
your friends gawk at your wonderful pet.

Create virtual instructions for your Lego
creations on your Mac.

Bookpedia

Create model railroad and slot car
layouts by simply dragging tracks from
the library to the plan, plug them
together, arrange them and finally print
your layouts in full scale!

Fluffys Log

Bricksmith

Library Collections

Rail Modeller

Pets

Lego
Build absolutely anything with virtual
LEGO bricks right on your computer. Then
you can buy the real bricks to build your
creation online in LEGO Factory, or you
can print out an inventory of bricks and
take it to any LEGOLAND theme park or
LEGO Store.

Model Rail

DvdHunter

Catalog, sort, and organize your movie
collection

Dvdpedia

Movie cataloging that saves you time and
effort, as it retrieves all the information
from the Internet via keyword or UPC
scan, so you have time for more
important things, like watching movies.

Librarian Pro

Organize items into smart collections,
add them to the in-program Amazon
shopping cart, mark them as lent out to
friends, and even export for the web or
your iPod!

Library Books

Connects to your local library catalogue
and downloads the list of books you have
checked out. Then books are displayed
the menu bar.

Collect important information about your
cat in order to keep him safe. Safe from
whom? Well, if you think of yourself as
your cat’s parent or guardian, then like
any parent you want to be prepared for
any accident or emergency that your
“kitty” gets into.

SafeDog

Same as SafeCat, but for your Dog.

Puzzles
Crossword Wizard

Crossword generator that includes a
separate crossword player allows you to
share puzzles. Answers password
protected, Hints, Progress printout &
Auto Marking

Crossword Forge

Make your own interactive web puzzles.
Crossword Forge can now turn your
puzzles into interactive web pages and
include eye-catching animations that
players will be sure to love.

Listing continues…
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Puzzles (continued)
QuizMaster Pro

Full-featured quiz application which
generates, administers, archives, and
scores multiple choice, matching, and
short answer tests. Users can link tests
and add pics, movies, sounds.

Quiz Press

Make your own quizzes that you can put
on the web or print out

Sport
DivotTracker

Calculates your golf handicap and stores
your scores.

eScoreboard

Transforms your computer into a
Tournament Electronic Scoreboard. It will
provide the possibility to control the the
countdown time, periods, teams’ names,
scores, faults, and it will make a sound
when the time is over.
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Golfcard

Allows you to store all of your golf
rounds, save the details for your
favourite courses and save scores for
future analysis.

Golf XPress

Manage 3 lists of information relating to
Golf – The first one handles the Players.
The second one, the Golf Courses. And
the third and more important one,
handles the Games List, with the rounds
you and the members of your Players
List, played.

Knapsack

Personal travel organizer which allows
users to plan, organize, and relive their
travel adventures.

MacDive

Log dives directly from your Suunto Dive
Computer via USB, or from Suunto Dive
Manager 2.x logbooks.

Runners Log

Runners, joggers and walkers can track
workouts and progress or follow a
workout plan using graphs and history
tools. Plus view derived data and
statistics such as the number of calories
burned or the average lap pace.

Scorecard

Comprehensive golf statistics application
which allows you to understand every
aspect of your game. Improve your game
by focusing on your weak points to lower
your scores! By tracking golf's essential
statistics, Scorecard gives you the areas
of your game that need improvement
and a history of your game play.

Weightmania

Complete fitness, nutrition and exercise
journal. Track weight training and cardio
workouts, meals, measurements,
diabetes, general health and more.

